
Life	of	Pi:	Taming	the	Tiger	(Chapters	67	–	89)	

“Twice	I	saw	an	albatross...	I	stared	with	my	mouth	open.	They	were	something	supernatural	and	
incomprehensible.”	

As the novel continues, Pi is cast further and further adrift than ever before. Never has he been so far from land 
and survival. We see the extremes of nature: for instance, one afternoon a great storm kicks up and the sea rages. 
Pi’s raft is lost and Pi and Richard Parker almost drown. Pi comes to understand how small and insignificant a 
single human life can be. At the same time, his clothes disintegrate and he starts to act more and more like an 
animal; at one point he rolls Richard Parker’s faeces into a ball and tries to eat it. 

Yet, out of adversity, Pi develops a strong sense of wonder for the miracles of nature. When he has a close 
encounter with a whale, he thinks nothing of killing and eating and simply marvels at their gentleness and 
beauty. He is mystified and captivated by the ocean landscapes, witnessing a small ecosystem develop on the 
outside of the lifeboat, or watching a lightning storm play out on the horizon. Ironically, Richard Parker is more 
afraid of things than Pi, and the boy finds himself having to comfort his savage companion. This section, more 
than any other, focuses on the relationship between man and beast as Pi abandons any plans to kill the tiger – 
and decides to tame him instead. 

 

Knowledge	Check	
 

How well do you know these chapters? 

1. What did the manual suggest Pi drink as a 
nutritious drink? 
(a) Fish guts. 
(b) Sea Water. 
(c) Tiger urine. 
(d) Turtle blood. 

2. What smell reminded Pi of childhood? 
(a) The smell of the sea. 
(b) The smell of the flares. 
(c) The smell of the fish. 
(d) The smell of the tiger. 

3. What did Pi use to protect himself while 
training the tiger? 
(a) A shield made of part of the raft. 
(b) A turtle shell shield. 
(c) A shield made of the locker door. 
(d) A shield made of wood from the benches in the 
boat. 

4. On whose (estimated) birthday did Pi sing 
‘Happy Birthday’? 
(a) His father's. 
(b) The tiger's. 
(c) His brother's. 
(d) His mother's. 

5. What was an act of deference by the tiger to 
Pi? 
(a) Hiding his faeces. 
(b) Being silent and gentle with Pi. 
(c) Not lashing out at Pi. 
(d) Growling at Pi. 

                                                                             
6. What did Pi always feel at the center of? 
(a) A huge circle made of sky and ocean. 
(b) A circle of despair and hopelessness. 
(c) The circle of life. 
(d) The circle of the sea. 

7. What sea creatures were around the boat 
most of the time? 
(a) Turtles. 
(b) Sharks. 
(c) Eels. 
(d) Fish. 

8. What two things does Pi attribute his survival 
alongside Richard Parker with? 
(a) His faith and his mother's love for him. 
(b) Richard Parker's seasickness and Pi being the 
provider of food and water. 
(c) The separate spaces of the raft and the lifeboat. 
(d) His ignorance and luck. 

9. What thing(s) do Pi and Richard Parker come 
eye-to-eye with in these chapters? 
(a) A whale. 
(b) Another lifeboat. 
(c) A cargo boat. 
(d) A shark. 

10. What was one method of Pi's escapism? 
(a) Temporarily stopping his breathing until he saw 
pure peace in his mind. 
(b) Temporarily dreaming of his childhood home 
and his family. 
(c) Sleeping during the daylight hours, dreaming of 
his future life on land. 
(d) Temporary asphyxiation by putting a cloth over 
his face.



	

Understanding	and	Interpretation	
 

1. Examine the interactions between Pi and his surroundings in this section of the novel. Can it be argued 
that Pi is adapting to his circumstances and ‘becoming one with nature’? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What negative events pile up on Pi over the course of this section of the novel? Do any positive events 
counterbalance the negative ones? 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What is happening to Pi’s body, behaviour and natural rhythms (such as his sleeping patterns) over the 
course of these chapters?  

 

 

 

 

 

4. Briefly describe the training process that Pi adopts with Richard Parker. What are the most important 
principles of this training? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. In chapter 86, Pi saw a ship coming towards them. How does this incident play out and what do you 
think is its significant effect on Pi?   
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

Important Theme: atavism 

“I	noticed,	with	a	pinching	of	the	heart,	that	I	ate	like	an	animal,	that	this	noisy,	frantic,	unchewing	
wolfing-down	of	mine	was	exactly	the	way	Richard	Parker	ate.”	

As we learned, atavism is a cultural or philosophical theory that people, when removed from society, will 
return to a primitive and savage state of being in order to survive. While it is not ethically possible to test 
this theory (you can probably imagine why), occasionally real-life situations have occurred which shine a 
light on this phenomenon. The story of Victor of Aveyron is a case in point. It is not known how he came 
to live in the woods, but he was found in the year 1800 when he was around 12 years old. He was taken to 
an institution and cared for by a young medical student called Jean Marc Istard. He wanted to ‘civilise’ 
Victor with the intention of teaching him language and empathy. While he never learned to speak, he came 
to understand human words and, in a notable incident, consoled a housekeeper at Istard’s home when she 
was crying over the death of her husband. He died in 1828 aged forty; Victor’s case became a landmark 
study in the relationship between humans and society. 

Literature, however, does not need to concern itself with the ethical concerns of experimentation, and 
Martel is certainly interested in the question of how Pi can survive his ordeal at sea, while keeping hold of 
his humanity. Over this section of the novel, Pi's situation is becoming more dire. His food supplies have 
dwindled and he has to rely on what he can catch to feed himself and the tiger. Starvation is making him 
increasingly desperate and he's beginning to take on more of Richard Parker's traits. He has started eating 
like an animal, no longer fussing with cleaning and peeling fish but just eating them whole. 

Activity 
 
Create a timeline showing Pi’s descent into savagery. Mark the timeline with notable moments from the 
novel, such as his clothes disintegrating and Pi killing his first fish. Include at least four quotations from 
the novel which mark his descent most clearly. 
 
 

Literary Study: descriptive vs practical language 
 

‘The sky was a suffocating blanket of grey cloud, but without the promise of rain.’ 

Yann Martel is a very poetic writer, and his flowery long sentences are well suited to the voice of Pi, a 
likeable Indian boy. His style is often rhythmic (as in chapter 78, where he repeats ‘the sky… the sky, the 
sea… the sea…’) and his descriptions are vivid. Martel’s writing style reinforces the character of Pi’s 
love/hate relationship with the ocean around him. On one hand, he admires the splendour of the sea and is 
in awe of many of it’s natural wonders. He often personifies the sea to show how its mood changes, from 
calm and clear to stormy in the blink of an eye. As the sea provides Pi with all his food, he often finds 
himself grateful and praises the sea. However, the sea can be fickle and on the other hand Pi curses the 
sea’s vastness and is ever-weary of the danger it poses. Martel’s use of sensory descriptions, particularly 
colours and sounds, captures the ever-changing beauty of the ocean landscape. This kind of language often 
displays Pi’s imaginative side and his spiritual convictions. 

In contrast to the poetic style Martel usually employs, in some chapters the language becomes very 
practical. For example, Martel provides lists of items and equipment, or step-by-step instructions on how 
to butcher a turtle or tame a tiger. He uses precise and technical diction to represent Pi’s practical side, his 
knowledge of animals, and his problem-solving abilities. You might also like to look out for Pi’s self-
deprecating humour which he employs as a way of coping with the trauma of reliving these past events. 



Activity 
 

Annotate the following two passages with notes about Martel’s writing style and the voice of Pi as he 
narrates his castaway story. What features do you notice (see above for some common features) and 
what effects do they create?  
 
Passage 1        
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Passage 2 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Discussion Point: the scale of the world 
 
You may have heard that size doesn’t matter – but is this always true? Perhaps you’ve visited the tallest 
building in your city or climbed the highest mountain in a country? Maybe you like to hike or run long 
distances. While landmarks such as the Great Pyramids are impressive for their history and architecture, 
they are also large and physically imposing. We tend to feel awe when we are standing next to animals that 
are very large (think whales and elephants) but treat smaller animals differently. People can be drawn to 
things simply because of their scale and size. 

Discuss the aspects of Pi’s journey that relate to discovering the scale and size of the world he is in. Think 
about things that Pi has experienced that are very large: his close-up encounter with the whale, for 
instance. How did these things and events make Pi feel? What is his reaction to these events at the time ad 
after? Is Pi’s perception of himself, or his place in the universe, changing over the course of the novel? 

 

Theme Tracker: mankind’s relationship with nature 

The story of Pi and Richard Parker’s journey deals with the theme of humankind's relationship with the 
animal kingdom. Pi discovers that, if humankind respects and understands the ways of the animal 
kingdom, the two can live together in harmony. The origin of this theme can be traced back to part one, his 
life in Pondicherry Zoo and the lessons taught to him by his father. Throughout his castaway crisis, Pi’s 
encounters with the natural world both increases his knowledge of animal behaviour - or tests his ability to 
understand the rules of nature. Ultimately, his ability to navigate the relationship between himself and the 
animal kingdom allows him to survive his ordeal. Complete the following table with quotations and 
analytical comments about this theme: 

 
Quotation Comment 

 
There were many skies… There were 
many seas… (chapter 78). 

 
These two phrases are repeated over and over again in this chapter, each 
time followed by a description of a sky or sea that Pi encountered. For 
example, he says, ‘the sky was painted with many blocks of colour’ 
followed by ‘the sky was a featureless milky haze.’ This pattern continues 
for over a page. His use of anaphora followed by such as wide variety of 
sensory descriptions suggests he is drawing closer to nature, coming to 
understand it and internalise both its beauty and its danger. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


